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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
ROBERT W E L C. ET, OF FRANKFOR D, PEN NSYLVANIA.
MPROVEMENT IN SEWING-MACH NES.
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 34,0s, dated January 7, 1862.
To all chon it may concern :

Be it known that I, ROBERT WELCII, of
Frankford, in the county of Philadelphia and
State of Pennsylvania, have invented a new
and useful Improvement in Sewing-Machines;
and I do hereby declare that the following is a
full, clear, and exact description of the same,
reference being had to the accompanying draw.
ings, forming part of this specification, in

cone constitutes the principal portion of the

thread-feeding apparatts, as will be presently
explained. The shaft L has also formed upon
or secured to it a grooved pulley, d, for the re
ception of a band, e, to run round it and round
the pulley K of the feed - shaft, and the said
shaft L has also secured to it a ratchet-wheel,
f, and has fitted loosely to it a lever, N, carry
ing a pawl, g, which works in the said ratchet
Willich
wheel. , The lever N is connected by a rod, O,
Figure 1 is an elevation of that end of a sew with
the crank-wrista, from which, when the
ing-machine farthest from the needle. Fig. 2 machine
is in operation, the said lever derives
is a vertical section of the machine at right an an oscillating movement sufficient to carry its
gles to Fig. 1.
pawl over one or more teeth of the ratchet
Similar
letters
of
reference
indicate
corre.
wheel,
by which means it is made to impart to
sponding parts in both figures.
the
shaft
L and cone Man intermittent rotary
My invention relates to the use of a thread motion, giving them one movement for every
feeding apparatus for feeding the thread to the operatio of the needle and shuttle, and the
perforating-needle, so combined with the cloth shaft Li, by means of the pulley d, band e, and
feeding apparatus that the quantity of thread pulley
K, is made to impart a corresponding
Supplied for each Stitch will always be in pro movement
the feed-shaft for the purpose of
portion to or will correspond with the length feeding thetocloth.
h. is a slot provided in the
of that stitch; and the invention particularly level N for shifting the connection of the rod
consists in a device, hereinafter described, O to vary the feed.
which adapts the improvement to various de
P is a movable tightening-pulley for tight
scriptions of feed in common use and admits ening the band e. A pair of spur-gears may
of ready adjustment to suit various thick be substituted for the band e and pulleys d
nesses of material being sewed.
and K, and in that case it will be desirable to
To enable those skilled in the art to make arrange the shaft L nearer to the feed-shaft
and use my invention, I will proceed to de than is represented in the drawings.
scribe its construction and operation.
. "
The spool R, carrying the needle - thread,
A is the bed of the machine. B is the sta may be arranged in any convenient relation to
tionary arm, C the presser, D the needle-bar, the cone M for the thread to pass once or more
and E tie needle- operating lever, all con times round the said cone, in one of the grooves
structeu, and applied as in many other well thereof, on its way to the needle . . I have rep
known sewing-machines.
resented the said spool as placed upon a pin,
F is the main shaft, and G the shaft of the i, secured in the table of the machine. The
cloth-feed wheel II, arranged parallel with each tluread is directed from the said cone to the
other in bearings below the bed plate, the needle by guides j k l, arranged in any suit
main shaft carrying a needle - operating cam, able manuer, according to the form and coa
I, a shuttle-operating cam, J, and a crank or ec struction of the machine. The thread is rep
centric wrist, ct, for producing the feed move resented in red color.
inent, and the feed-shaft carrying, besides the The tbread in passing round the cone M is
feed-wheel, a pulley, K.
subject to such a degree of friction that it will
L is a shaft arranged between centers in not slip thereon under any of the ordinary cir
standards b l, above the bed A, in a position cumstances of the operation of the machine,
parallel with the main and feed shafts for the but will be drawn off the spool and fed toward
purpose of carrying a cone, M, having several the needle in every movement of the said cone
grooves, c c, running round its periphery, the produced by the action of the wrist a, rod O,
said cone being either made of the same piece lever N, pawl g, and ratchet-wheelf, as here
of metal with the said shaft or being otherwise in before described, the quantity thus drawn
constructed and secured firmly to the shaft from the spool being greater or less, according
concentric there with. This many . grooved as the movement of the pawl g is greater or
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less. The said quantity must always corre be used in place of and would be equivalent
cone with many grooves. . . . .
spond with the feed movement of the cloth, for to fa will
remark that though the sewing-ma.
the shaft G of the cloth-feed wheel is driven
by the shaft Li of the cone M, and as no thread chine represented is a shuttle-machine, my in
passes the cone except while the feed takes vention is not limited in its application to that
place, the tension of the needle-thread in the class of machines, but may be used in all kinds
several stitches must be uniform if the thick of sewing-machines, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ness of the cloth is uniform. The thread-feed What I claim as my invention, and desire
by Letters Patent, is
and the cloth feed operating simultaueously to 1.secure
Feeding the thread to the needle of the
causes the quantity to be regulated for every

separate stitch, so that if the cloth-feed is al sewing-machine by means of a shaft, L, ro

tered the thread-feed is altered to accommo tated by positive connection with the cloth
date the very first stitch made after the alter. feeding mechanism, substantially as and for
....... ........ ..
lation. In case of a sudden increase of the the purposes set forth. . . . . . . . .
thickness of the cloth, as in the crossing of a 2. The use, in connection with a shaft, Lu,
seam, the thread will slip on the cone. The actuated as above set forth, of a cone, M, pro

several grooves in the cone are to adapt the vided with a number of grooves, cc, to vary,
uperation to different thickliesses of cloth, the feed of the thread in accordance with vary.
more or less, thread being fed, according as it ing thicknesses of material to be sewed.
ROBT. WELCH.
passes round a larger or smaller portion of the
cone. In a machine which would always be Witnesses:
Jose PH. H. CoMLY,
required to sew the same thickness of cloth a
simple grooved or plain cylindrical roller may ii. CAROLINE D. CoMLY.
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